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Fans as Producers?  The Professionalization of Cultural Production at Commercial “Fan Sites” 
  
Concepts of the fan producer and user-generated content (UGC) are ubiquitous in current 
academic, industrial, and popular discourses about contemporary media.  In counterpoint to older 
assumptions about a mindless passivity, the use of digital technologies by media users to create 
and distribute content challenges simple theories of separation between consumption and 
production, a point that has been addressed by scholars who have helped demarginalize media 
fans and fandom.  In Jenkins’ theorization of cultural convergence, for example, the “blurring of 
aesthetic and technological distinctions” on multiple levels—“between media platforms, of 
‘advertising’ and ‘content,’ and of ‘creator and ‘consumer’”—has an undeniable intellectual 
allure.  Yet what does empirical data suggest about the fluidity of these distinctions?  Mapping 
the field for websites associated with two American media networks, Bravo and Logo, suggests 
that cultural production at various “fan sites” in the commercial domain is increasingly 
professionalized, with staff now being drawn from the ranks of long-time freelancers or media 
workers rather than the general fan base.  In theorizing relationships between 
producers/consumers and production/consumption, then, it is important to examine the ways in 
which particular trajectories into industrial media are becoming solidified. 
 
Websites like YouTube are certainly cheap and high-traffic sites for distributing and consuming 
user-generated content, and of course, high-profile instances of performances gone viral, often 
via social networks like Facebook and MySpace, also feed perceptions that new media provides 
ordinary people ready access to producing and distributing content, perhaps even parlayed into 
commercial success (e.g. Justin Bieber).  But most interested commentators – including 
industrial media agents – acknowledge that the vast majority of UGC is of poor quality and 
limited appeal.  Furthermore, while “anyone” can still start a blog, online media production that 
is profitable, let alone sufficient as a sole source of income, continues to occur primarily in the 
domain of mainstream commercial media.  Thus, while traditional alignments of {old media}-
{commerce}-{professional production} and {new media}-{gift economy}-{fan production} 
have never been monolithic, the extent to which the growth of the Internet and digital 
technologies is remaking the terrain ought to remain an empirical question. 
 
The evolutions of two major entertainment websites, Television Without Pity (TWoP) and 
AfterEllen, speak well to these issues.  Indisputably a fan-originated site, the earliest incarnations 
of TWoP (formerly Mighty Big TV and the Dawson’s Creek Wrap) first drew show recappers 
from the acquaintances or friends of the three founders, with recappers also being responsible for 
moderating the forums.  After purchasing the site in 2007 with some fanfare, Bravo doubled the 
number of shows covered, and proceeded to hire recappers primarily from the ranks of freelance 
writers, while adding managing staff who originally worked at TV Guide.  While a few 
recappers from the site’s earliest days still write for TWoP, they have noted that their conversion 
from television fan/site visitor to recapper is no longer the norm.   
 
AfterEllen, covering lesbian and bisexual women in popular culture, was started in 2002 (and its 
brother site AfterElton in 2005) by Sarah Warn.  She recruited a friend who was then working in 



print media, and two more key people came onboard by way of being media fans.  Over the next 
few years, additional writers were added as freelancers either when their comments on articles 
caught the eye of the editors or through personal connections to site staff.  The 2006 purchase of 
the site by Logo made available resources for streaming video blogs, and in 2007, AfterEllen 
held an open contest inviting vlog submissions from site visitors.  Yet while a few of these vlogs 
are still one or two talking heads sitting in one location for the whole duration of the show, 
several are being produced by people who have significant experience in the media and 
entertainment industry.  Crucially, contributors are no longer being sought via general appeals, 
but through industry contacts and recommendations.   
 
In industry discourses, audience “engagement” and “participation” remain highly valued, but 
when an industry panel references these terms in relation the willingness of a consumer to 
explore an On Demand menu, it is clear that they are often distinct from various notions of the 
“active audience” in academic discussion.  Thus, as new media ownership shows some of the 
same patterns of consolidation that print media underwent in earlier decades, fans and media 
users not already employed within commercial media may largely be settling into an adjusted 
consumer position that holds relatively little capital vis-à-vis the other agents in the field.  This is 
not to argue that the creative energies or other resources of fan cultures have been irreparably 
leached by media corporations, but to point out that the current dynamics of cultural production 
often curtail significant boundary crossings between creator and consumer, even as all players 
continue to negotiate the creative and economic stakes of the field.   


